WORLD CLASS
MARINE SERVICES

BUILDING ON AGE-OLD
MARITIME TRADITIONS
Fifteen hundred years ago, Islamic knowledge of geography and navigational sciences
were highly developed (Astrolabe Ahmed Bin Majed).
We were making use of magnetic compasses and instruments for determining the position
of the stars, thus allowing sailors to navigate across unchartered oceans.
These brave seafarers helped the Arab empire to create a vast trading network across
Asia, Africa and Europe.
SAFEEN - which means ships in Arabic - builds on these strong maritime traditions. Today,
SAFEEN is expanding its own business base as we aspire to be world-class in every aspect
of our modern operations.
VISION

MISSION

To be the preferred provider of world class
integrated marine and port services

To provide Abu Dhabi Ports and the wider
maritime community with the most efficient and
sustainable operations, by delivering world class
marine and port services, offering best value
whilst maintaining the highest levels of safety,
compliance and respect for the marine
environment

WELCOME TO WORLD CLASS
MARINE SERVICES
Established in 2013, SAFEEN is a subsidiary of Abu Dhabi Ports. We provide
a comprehensive range of marine and ancillary quayside services to all vessels calling at
seaports in the emirate of Abu Dhabi. With over 200 extensively trained and certified
staff operating a modern fleet, we offer innovative services at world class standards.
We know that we’re only ever as good as our last job and that we can always
improve. That’s why every detail matters and personal responsibility is
considered paramount.

FIVE WAYS WE SPELL
COMMITMENT: ISO, ISM, IALA,
OHSAS AND ISPO
Our accreditations and certifications speak for themselves. Our staff and services meet and
exceed internationally recognized requirements in pursuit of our ultimate goal: to be the best
at what we do. With the latest equipment, continuous training, as well as an innovative
portfolio of services, we are working hard to position SAFEEN as the leading single-window
resource for all marine related requirements in the Middle East.

COMPLIANCE | Port Authority and regulator-owned company

SELF-RELIANCE | Not dependent on external contractors

CERTIFICATIONS | ISO 9001:2015 | ISO 140001:2004 | ISM | OHSAS 18001:2007 | IALA | ISPO
STANDARDS | Setting operational benchmarks for the region

COMMITMENT | Training to develop local marine talents

OUR MISSION IS ALWAYS
SAFETY AND QUALITY FIRST
PILOTAGE
Our skilled team of experienced and certified marine pilots work hard to ensure uninterrupted port activities
24 hours every day, 365 days a year. In close coordination with "Vessel Traffic Services” (VTS) and towage, our
pilots board vessels on time and professionally assist shipmasters in bringing their ships in and out of ports.
TUG AND TOWING SERVICES
Our team of certified tug masters and our fully trained crew have full knowledge across vessel types,
from floating offshore infrastructure to post-Panamax container ships. Their detailed local
knowledge, combined with our fleet of advanced tugs, makes for safe, reliable and efficient
turnarounds.
VESSEL TRAFFIC SERVICES (VTS)
Our advanced radio communication and radar surveillance technology, combined with
highly trained VTS supervisors and operators, provides safe, timely and reliable services to
all visiting ships. Our centralised VTS station operating from Khalifa Port keeps efficient
track of ship movements, positively impacting efficiency and turnaround speeds.

OUR FULL RANGE OF MARINE SERVICES
OIL SPILL RESPONSE AND MARINE EMERGENCIES
We manage and operate our own tier-one oil spill response equipment and have standby agreements with
market leaders to combat tier two and tier three spills.
FERRY MANAGEMENT
Our high-speed craft transport passengers between Delma Island and Mugharag Port.
FENDER LEASING
We supply Yokohama fenders for hire to vessels in Abu Dhabi Ports.
BUNKERING AND ANCILLARY SERVICES
We provide a single point of contact for bunkering, ship-to-ship transfers, freshwater supplies, garbage
disposal, and the issuance of a full range of marine permits.
DIVING
Our diving services include underwater filming, photography, installation and repair of pontoons, hydro
blasting and videography.
BOLLARD PULL TESTING SERVICES
We provide certified bollard pull testing at Khalifa Port and Zayed Port.

WORKING HARD
TO GUIDE YOU HOME
AtoN
Established to be compliant with IALA maritime buoyage standards, we maintain over 1,200 buoys and
beacons that facilitate the safe and efficient movement of shipping in Abu Dhabi’s waterways and
channels. We also perform regular channel inspections and work to enhance the protection of the
maritime environment.
BATHYMETRIC SURVEY SERVICES
We provide bathymetric survey services for any requirements within Abu Dhabi waters. Our
competent (IHO) accredited team have exceptional experience. We work to measure and describe
the physical features of oceans, seas, coastlines, and predict changes over time to enhance
navigational safety and to support our other marine activities.

OUR APPROACH IS PROFESSIONAL,
CONSISTENT AND TRANSPARENT
Our commercial team is constantly exploring opportunities to develop new
channels for business and enhance existing lines for improved efficiency.
Our aim is to stay at the forefront of the region’s marine services, as we
seek to gain significant shares of the market with our professional,
consistent and transparent approach.

LET”S TALK
SAFEEN
PO Box 54477
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Telephone 800 10 20 30
From outside UAE +971 2 695 2000
Fax +971 2 695 2177
infoms@safeen.ae

